Catalytic doping of phosphorus and boron atoms onto hydrogenated amorphous silicon films
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We investigate the low temperature doping of phosphorus (P) and boron (B) atoms onto hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) films by catalytic doping (Cat-doping). The conductivity of a-Si:H films increases as catalyzer temperature ($T_{cat}$) increases, and the increase in the conductivity is accompanied by significant reduction in the activation energy obtained from the Arrhenius plot of the conductivity. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurement reveals that Cat-doped P and B atoms exist within ~10-15 nm from the surface of a-Si:H films, indicating that the shallow doping of P and B atoms is realized onto a-Si:H films like the case of Cat-doping onto crystalline Si (c-Si) wafers. We also confirm no additional film deposition during Cat-doping. These results suggest that decomposed species are effectively doped onto a-Si:H films similar to the case of Cat-doping onto c-Si.
1. Introduction

In recent years, solar power generation has been getting a lot of attention as one of major renewable energy resources. Of many types of solar cells, crystalline silicon (c-Si) has been used most widely as a photovoltaic material. Silicon heterojunction (SHJ) solar cells have attracted much attention because of their high energy conversion efficiency.\(^1\text{-}^{15}\)

A SHJ solar cell consists of intrinsic and doped hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) films with each thickness of \(\sim 10\) nm and a crystalline Si (c-Si) wafer as well as transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers and metal electrodes. Taguchi \textit{et al.} have recently reported a large-area area conventional SHJ solar cell with a high conversion efficiency of 24.7\%.\(^{14}\)

Furthermore, Masuko \textit{et al.} have reported a large-area heterojunction back-contact (HBC) solar cell with the highest efficiency of 25.6\%.\(^{15}\) Such HBC cells, however, particularly requires complicated fabrication process including photolithography, compared with conventional c-Si solar cells. This results in higher fabrication cost, which cannot be acceptable for their mass-production. A simpler process to locally form p- and n-type a-Si:H layers is thus required. In addition, the fabrication process must be performed at low temperatures of below 200 °C, since the a-Si:H layers generally have low thermal tolerance.

We have so far demonstrated that shallow boron (B)- or phosphorus (P)-doped layers can be formed by exposing c-Si surfaces to P or B-related radicals generated by the catalytic cracking of phosphine (PH\(_3\)) or diborane (B\(_2\)H\(_6\)) gas molecules on a heated tungsten (W) catalyzer.\(^{16}\text{-}^{23}\) This method, catalytic doping (Cat-doping), can be performed at substrate temperatures of less than 200 °C, and the doped layers formed by Cat-doping are as shallow as <5 nm.\(^{24}\) Thus, if Cat-doping can be effectively applied also for a-Si:H films, the fabrication process of HBC cells will be significantly simplified. This is because patterned p- and n-type a-Si:H layers can be easily formed by the deposition of intrinsic a-Si:H (i-a-Si:H) films and successive Cat-doping of P and B atoms onto the a-Si:H layer through patterned hard masks.

In this paper, we investigate B and P Cat-doping onto a-Si:H films. a-Si:H films receiving B and P Cat-doping have significantly higher conductivity than original a-Si:H films. The activation energy \((E_a)\) of the conductivity of Cat-doped a-Si:H films is also definitely smaller than that of a-Si:H films. These indicate that Cat-doping is effective also
for a-Si:H films as well as for c-Si wafers. Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) measurement clarifies the thickness of P and B Ca-doped layers to be about 10-15 nm.

2. Experimental methods

19.8×19.8×0.4 mm³-sized Corning Eagle glass was used as substrates. i-a-Si:H films with a thickness of ~20 nm were deposited on the glass substrates by catalytic chemical vapor deposition (Cat-CVD) under the conditions summarized in Table I. The thickness of i-a-Si:H films was measured by spectroscopic ellipsometry. P or B Cat-doping was then performed onto the i-a-Si:H films, whose conditions are also summarized in Table I. Substrate temperature (T_{sub}) and catalyzer temperature (T_{cat}) during Cat-doping were systematically changed. Since the decomposition of B₂H₆ molecules is promoted in the presence of H₂ gas flow,²⁵) B Cat-doping was also performed with H₂ gas flow under the condition summarized in Table I. Under the H₂ flow during Cat-doping, H radicals generated by catalytic cracking can etch i-a-Si:H films. To protect a-Si:H films from etching by H radicals, we formed ultra-thin oxide layers on the surfaces of an i-a-Si:H films by dipping in 30 wt% H₂O₂ for 10 min only before B Cat-doping with H₂ flow.²⁶)

Al coplanar electrodes were evaporated through a hard mask on the P or B Cat-doped a-Si:H films to evaluate their conductivity from I-V curves. The conductivities were calculated simply by using an i-a-Si:H film thickness of 20 nm. The ultra-thin oxide layers formed by H₂O₂ dipping were removed by HF dipping prior to the evaporation of Al electrodes. I-V characteristics were measured on a semiconductor parameter analyzer. The Ea of the conductivity of Cat-doped a-Si:H films was obtained by changing the temperature of the samples from 50 to 150 °C at intervals of 20 °C during I-V measurement and by using Arrhenius equation.

In order to check the deposition of a-Si:H films during Cat-doping due to the generation of Si-related radicals from a-Si:H existing on chamber walls, we also performed Cat-doping onto bare glass substrates and measured their optical transmittance. The thicknesses of P and B Cat-doped layers in a-Si:H were characterized by SIMS measurement. P Cat-doping was performed onto 70 nm-thick i-a-Si:H films deposited on p-type c-Si wafers, while B Cat-doping was conducted onto 70 nm-thick a-Si:H films formed on n-type c-Si wafers under the condition summarized in Table II. The 70 nm-thick a-Si:H films were prepared
under the conditions shown in Table II. SIMS profiles were measured from the back sides of the samples after thinning c-Si wafer in order to avoid the effect of knock-on and resulting unexpected broadening of B and P profiles.

3. Results and discussion

We have first confirmed the absence of unintentional a-Si deposition during Cat-doping process using transparent glass substrates. If doped a-Si:H is deposited during Cat-doping, the optical transmittance of glass substrates in short wavelength region must decrease due to optical absorption in a-Si:H. The transmittance of glass substrates after Cat-doping, however, does not decrease at all. This result indicates that n- and p-a-Si:H films are not deposited during Cat-doping, and increase in the conductivity of a-Si films by Cat-doping shown below is caused by the Cat-doping of P or B atoms onto a-Si films.

Figure 1 shows the conductivity of a-Si:H films after P Cat-doping at various $T_{\text{sub}}$ as a function of $T_{\text{cat}}$. The conductivity of an i-a-Si:H film without receiving Cat-doping was $6.8 \times 10^{-11}$ S/cm, which is a typical conductivity of i-a-Si:H. The a-Si:H films Cat-doped at $T_{\text{cat}}$ of less than 1100 °C have conductivities similar to that of i-a-Si:H. On the other hand, the conductivities of Cat-doped a-Si:H films increase at $T_{\text{cat}}$ of 1100 °C or more. PH$_3$ molecules are decomposed to P and H radicals by catalytic cracking on a W catalyst heated at more than 1000 °C, and the amount of such radicals increases exponentially as $T_{\text{cat}}$ increases.$^{27-29}$ The catalytic cracking of PH$_3$ molecules is promoted by an increase in $T_{\text{cat}}$, which probably leads to more effective doping of P atoms. The conductivities of a-Si:H films Cat-doped at every $T_{\text{sub}}$ also show similar dependence on $T_{\text{cat}}$. This fact indicate that P Cat-doping onto a-Si:H films is at least partially dominated by the reactivity of P-related radicals.

Figure 2(a) shows the conductivity of a-Si:H films after B Cat-doping at $T_{\text{sub}}$ from 50 to 200 °C as a function of $T_{\text{cat}}$. These conductivities show a tendency similar to the case of P Cat-doping, and increases almost monotonically with $T_{\text{cat}}$. The decomposition of B$_2$H$_6$ molecules is probably enhanced by increase in $T_{\text{cat}}$, which may be the reason for the increased conductivity. Figure 2(b) shows the conductivity of a-Si:H films after B Cat-doping at $T_{\text{sub}}$ from 250 to 350 °C as a function of $T_{\text{cat}}$. Unlike the case of lower $T_{\text{sub}}$, the conductivity is almost independent of $T_{\text{cat}}$, and is relatively high even under no heating
of a catalyzing wire compared to that of a-Si:H films without B Cat-doping. These facts mean that active B-related radicals are related to B Cat-doping at low $T_{\text{sub}}$, while thermal process on the surfaces of a-Si:H films is dominant at higher $T_{\text{sub}}$. This can be confirmed more clearly in Fig. 2(c), in which the conductivity of a-Si:H films after exposure to $\text{B}_2\text{H}_6$ flow without heating a catalyzing wire is plotted as a function of $T_{\text{sub}}$. The conductivity of a-Si:H films starts to increase at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of ~250 °C. This result is quantitatively reasonable since the thermal decomposition of $\text{B}_2\text{H}_6$ molecules can occur effectively at 250 °C.\(^{30-31}\)

Figures 3(a) and (b) shows the $E_a$ of the conductivity of P and B Cat-doped a-Si:H films as a function of $T_{\text{cat}}$, respectively, in which Cat-doping was performed at $T_{\text{sub}}$ of 150 and 350 °C. The $E_a$ of the conductivity of i-a-Si:H was 0.85 eV, which corresponds to the half of the band gap of i-a-Si:H used in this study. P and B Cat-doped a-Si:H films have much smaller $E_a$, as shown in Figs. 3(a) and (b). This is also a clear experimental evidence of the formation of doped layers by Cat-doping. In the case of P Cat-doping, $E_a$ decreases monotonically with increase in $T_{\text{cat}}$. The $E_a$ of the conductivity of a-Si:H films P Cat-doped at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of 350 °C have much lower $E_a$ than that of a-Si:H films at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of 150 °C, particularly at high $T_{\text{cat}}$. This fact might indicate more effective doping of P atoms at higher $T_{\text{cat}}$ and higher activation rate of P atoms at higher $T_{\text{sub}}$. The $E_a$ of the conductivity of a-Si:H films B Cat-doped at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of 150 °C decreases with increase in $T_{\text{cat}}$, similar to the case of P Cat-doping. On the contrary, The $E_a$ of the conductivity of a-Si:H films B Cat-doped at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of 350 °C is almost independent of $T_{\text{cat}}$ and is smaller than the $E_a$ of the conductivity of an intrinsic a-Si:H film even at low $T_{\text{cat}}$. These can also be explained by the dominant contribution of B-related radicals generated by the catalytic decomposition of $\text{B}_2\text{H}_6$ molecules and the emergence of the thermal decomposition of $\text{B}_2\text{H}_6$ molecules at a $T_{\text{sub}}$ of >250 °C, as mentioned above.

In order to enhance the effect of B doping, we have attempted to add H\(_2\) gas flow during Cat-doping. Figure 4 shows the conductivities of B Cat-doped a-Si:H films as a function of H\(_2\) flow rate. The conductivity of a-Si:H films increase with H\(_2\) flow rate up to 40 sccm. The increase in the conductivity of a-Si:H films with the addition of H\(_2\) may be due to more enhanced decomposition of $\text{B}_2\text{H}_6$ molecules through reaction with H radicals in vapor phase.\(^{25}\)

Figure 5 shows the SIMS profiles of Cat-doped P and B atoms in a-Si:H films. P and B
atoms are not distributed uniformly but exist locally in the vicinity of the surfaces of a-Si:H films. The depths of P- and B-doped layers are within 10-15 nm. The slightly broader profile of B atoms shown in the SIMS profile might be related to the addition of H\textsubscript{2} during Cat-doping and resulting etching of an a-Si surface by atomic hydrogen. Note that the conductivities of P or B Cat-doped a-Si:H films shown above were estimated by using the a-Si:H thickness of 20 nm. Based on the dopant profiles revealed by SIMS measurement, the actual conductivities of Cat-doped a-Si:H layers must be much higher, although the precise determination of their conductivity is difficult since P and B atoms are distributed ununiformly.

The feature of Cat-doping within 10-15 nm from the surface of a-Si:H films will be beneficial for the fabrication of SHJ solar cells. The fabrication process of SHJ solar cells can be simplified as follows. i-a-Si:H films with a thickness of about 20 nm are first deposited on both sides of a c-Si wafer. P and B Cat-doping are then performed on the i-a-Si:H films. The doping depth is automatically limited to be \(\sim\)10 nm, intrinsic a-Si:H region will remain at the a-Si:H/c-Si interfaces, which will effectively act as passivation layers. The fabrication of HBC solar cells may also be possible through the same process flow. The partial formation of p- and n-type regions may be realized by Cat-doping through hard masks.

4. Conclusions

We have confirmed the effectiveness of P and B Cat-doping onto a-Si:H films. Cat-doping onto a-Si:H films leads to increase in their conductivities accompanied by decreases in \(E_a\). An increase in the conductivity of a-Si:H films is enhanced at higher \(T_{cat}\), which is because of more efficient decomposition of dopant gas molecules and resulting formation of more radicals. The addition of H\textsubscript{2} during B Cat-doping results in the enhancement of doping effect, probably because of more effective decomposition of B\textsubscript{2}H\textsubscript{6} molecules through gas phase reaction. Cat-doped P and B atoms exist within 10-15 nm from the surface of a-Si:H films. The Cat-doping of P and B atoms onto a-Si:H films will be utilized for the fabrication of SHJ and HBC solar cells.
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Figure Captions

**Fig. 1.** (Color online) Conductivity of P Cat-doped a-Si:H films at various \( T_{\text{sub}} \) as a function of \( T_{\text{cat}} \).

**Fig. 2.** (Color online) Conductivity of B Cat-doped a-Si:H films as a function of \( T_{\text{cat}} \) at \( T_{\text{sub}} \) of (a) ≤200 °C and (b) ≥250 °C. (c) Conductivity of the a-Si:H films after exposure to \( \text{B}_2\text{H}_6 \) flow without heating a catalyzing wire as a function of \( T_{\text{sub}} \).

**Fig. 3.** (Color online) \( E_a \) of the conductivity of (a) P and (b) B Cat-doped a-Si:H films as a function of \( T_{\text{cat}} \) at \( T_{\text{sub}} \) of 150 and 350 °C.

**Fig. 4.** (Color online) Conductivities of B doped a-Si:H films as a function of \( \text{H}_2 \) flow rate.

**Fig. 5.** (Color online) SIMS profiles of Cat-doped (a) P and (b) B atoms in a-Si:H films. Dash lines indicate detection limits in the SIMS measurement.
Table I. Conditions of i-a-Si:H film deposition and P or B Cat-doping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_{\text{sub}}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{\text{cat}}$ (°C)</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
<th>Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Flow rate (sccm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-a-Si:H</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SiH$_4$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P doping</td>
<td>50–350</td>
<td>R.T.–1700</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.25% PH$_3$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(He-diluted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B doping</td>
<td>50–350</td>
<td>R.T.–1800</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.25% B$_2$H$_6$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(He-diluted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B doping</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.25% B$_2$H$_6$</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with H$_2$ flow)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(He-diluted)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>0–60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II. Conditions of i-a-Si:H film deposition and P or B Cat-doping for SIMS measurement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$T_{sub}$ (°C)</th>
<th>$T_{cat}$ (°C)</th>
<th>Duration (s)</th>
<th>Pressure (Pa)</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Flow rate (sccm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i-a-Si:H</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SiH$_4$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P doping</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.25% PH$_3$ (He-diluted)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B doping</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.25% B$_2$H$_6$ (He-diluted)</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H$_2$</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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(a) Activation energy (eV) vs. $T_{\text{cat}}$ (°C) for $T_{\text{sub}}$ = 150 °C (dashed line) and $T_{\text{sub}}$ = 350 °C (solid line).

(b) Activation energy (eV) vs. $T_{\text{cat}}$ (°C) for B-doped samples with $T_{\text{sub}}$ = 150 °C (dashed line) and B-doped samples with $T_{\text{sub}}$ = 350 °C (solid line).
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(a) Phosphorus concentration as a function of depth.

(b) Boron concentration as a function of depth.
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